Finding Thesis Statements

For the ANT101 Week 2 Assignment
Once you have found the article in the Library, open it to the title page.

Violent Pastime(s): On the Commendation and Condemnation of Violence in Belfast

THOMAS F. CARTER

Be sure to write down the APA reference for the article:

The 1998 Belfast Accord or Good Friday Agreement presented Belfast’s civic authorities with an opportunity to rebuild much of the devastated city. Taking this opportunity, they began creating an image of the city that had rid itself of the problem of sectarian violence, even though the city remains a violent urban environment. Civic leaders recast the symbolism of violence to legitimize their gentrification strategies by controlling access to specific urban spaces in the city. This article plays with the different ways urban leaders contextualize violence. Their efforts to present Belfast as a cosmopolitan city contrast with working-class youth’s practices of engaging in communal violence as a means of rejecting their spatial and social marginalization, a result of the implementation of urban leaders’ vision of the city. [space, gentrification, sport, violence, Belfast]

This article explores how certain forms of violence in some social contexts are considered appropriate in Belfast while other forms in other contexts are not. To this end, I compare...
A thesis statement is one or two sentences in which the author tells you what he or she plans to prove, discuss, or evaluate in the article.

Often, the thesis will start off with a signal phrase like:

In this article, I will discuss/analyze/explore/evaluate/argue...

This article will discuss/analyze/explore/evaluate/argue...

This article explores how certain forms of violence in some social contexts are considered appropriate in Belfast while other forms in other contexts are not. To this end, I compare two working-class youth-based leisure practices, boxing and rioting, to explore local distinctions between acceptable and unacceptable violence.
The 1998 Belfast Accord or Good Friday Agreement presented Belfast’s civic authorities with an opportunity to rebuild much of the devastated city. Taking this opportunity, they began creating an image of the city that had rid itself of the problem of sectarian violence, even though the city remains a violent urban environment. Civic leaders recast the symbolism of violence to legitimate their gentrification strategies by controlling access to specific urban spaces in the city. This article plays with the different ways urban leaders contextualize violence. Their efforts to present Belfast as a cosmopolitan city contrast with working-class youth’s practices of engaging in communal violence as a means of rejecting their spatial and social marginalization, a result of the implementation of urban leaders’ vision of the city. [space, gentrification, sport, violence, Belfast]
The 1998 Belfast Accord or Good Friday Agreement presented Belfast’s civic authorities with an opportunity to rebuild much of the devastated city. Taking this opportunity, they began creating an image of the city that had rid itself of the problem of sectarian violence, even though the city remains a violent urban environment. Civic leaders recast the symbolism of violence to legitimate their gentrification strategies by controlling access to specific urban spaces in the city. This article plays with the different ways urban leaders contextualize violence. Their efforts to present Belfast as a cosmopolitan city contrast with working-class youth’s practices of engaging in communal violence as a means of rejecting their spatial and social marginalization, a result of the implementation of urban leaders’ vision of the city. [space, gentrification, sport, violence, Belfast]
This article explores how certain forms of violence in some social contexts are considered appropriate in Belfast while other forms in other contexts are not. To this end, I compare two working-class youth-based leisure practices, boxing and rioting, to explore local distinctions between acceptable and unacceptable displays of violence. Certain forms of violence—controlled forms that are “disciplined,” inscribed upon individual bodies, and spatially enclosed—are valued, whereas other forms of violence—undisciplined and spatially open—are condemned. Belfast’s leaders use aspects of the city’s violent reputation to promote gentrified aspects of the city in an effort to counteract the global image of Belfast as a place of intolerance and ethnic violence. By contrast, I look at how working-class youth in Belfast use communal violence to express senses of Belfast that are contrary to city leaders’ desires, including the elite’s attempts to use violence to promote Belfast as a place of tolerance and peace.
This article explores how certain forms of violence in some social contexts are considered appropriate in Belfast while other forms in other contexts are not. To this end, I compare two working-class youth-based leisure practices, boxing and rioting, to explore local distinctions between acceptable and unacceptable displays of violence. Certain forms of violence—controlled forms that are “disciplined,” inscribed upon individual bodies, and spatially enclosed—are valued, whereas other forms of violence—undisciplined and spatially open—are condemned. Belfast’s leaders use aspects of the city’s violent reputation to promote gentrified aspects of the city in an effort to counteract the global image of Belfast as a place of intolerance and ethnic violence. By contrast, I look at how working-class youth in Belfast use communal violence as a mechanism to resist this commodification.
For this assignment, either the thesis from the abstract or the thesis from the introduction is correct.
Article 2:

Click here to enter citation.

Thesis Statement:

Click here to enter thesis statement.

The last step is to enter your reference citation and thesis statement into the W2.AssignmentWorksheet
Make sure that you use APA format in your references!

Article 2:


Thesis Statement:

“This article explores how certain forms of violence in some social contexts are considered appropriate in Belfast while other forms in other contexts are not” (Carter, 2003, p. 255).

It’s a best practice to put quote marks around the thesis statement (since it’s a direct quote from the article) and to include an in-text citation. Remember, the citation for a quote should include the page number!